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Abstract. We develop the theory of persistence modules equipped with an action of the Steenrod algebra
and effectively incorporate part of the added information into the persistence computational pipeline.
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1. Introduction
Persistence (co)homology is one of the main tools in the rapidly developing field of topological data analysis.
A motivating example for this technique is the study of discrete sets equipped with a metric, for example
a point cloud of data inside euclidean space. From it, we can construct a sequence of nested simplicial
complexes
X1 → X2 → · · · → Xn
and the naturality of the cohomology functor provides us with a sequence
(1) H•(X1; k)← H
•(X2; k)← · · · ← H
•(Xn; k).
Persistence cohomology focuses on the way the ranks of these vector spaces fit together. More specifically,
it identifies betti numbers that are shared by many consecutive simplicial complexes. These are regarded as
topological properties of the discrete metric space which are robust with respect to perturbations. For an
expository treatment of these ideas, we refer the reader to any of [Ghr08], [Car09], or [EH10].
The invariants of persistence (co)homology are effectively computable and some of the open source software
developed for this end is surveyed in [OPT+17].
When k equals the field with two elements F2 the sequence (1) is equipped with a natural action of the
Steenrod algebra A on each graded vector space. The main contribution of this work is the development
of the theory and algorithms necessary to incorporate part of this extra information into the persistence
computational pipeline.
In order to do so, we introduce a fast algorithm that computes the Steenrod squares of any class in the
cohomology of a finite simplicial complex.
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We give now an overview of the paper. In Section 2, we recall the required definitions and results from the
theory of persistence cohomology. In Section 3, we review the Steenrod algebra and its axiomatically char-
acterized action on the cohomology of spaces. We also describe the axiomatic characterization of Steenrod’s
cup-i products given in [MM18a]. In Section 4, we develop the theory of persistence Steenrod modules and
introduce their rank invariant. In Section 5, we describe a fast algorithm that computes the Steenrod squares
of any class in the cohomology of a finite simplicial complex. We use this algorithm to incorporate into the
standard persistence computational pipeline the rank invariant of finite type persistence Steenrod modules.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Dennis Sullivan, John Morgan, Ulrike Tillmann and Peter
Bubenik for their insights, questions, and comments about this project.
2. Persistence cohomology
In this section all vector spaces are consider over an arbitrary field k.
We assume familiarity with differential graded vector spaces and their cohomology.
Definition 1. A persistence differential graded module is a contravariant functor C from the category
1→ 2→ · · · → n
to the category of differential graded vector spaces. Diagramatically, we have
C(1)← C(2)← · · · ← C(n)
A persistence graded module is a persistence differential graded module mapping into the full subcategory
where the differential is 0.
Remark 2. The cohomology functor H• =
⊕
d∈ZH
d induces a functor from the category of persistence
differential graded modules to the category of persistence graded modules.
Example 3. A sequence of topological spaces (resp. simplicial complexes)
X1 → X2 → · · · → Xn
defines a persistence differential graded module using the singular (resp. simplicial) cochains functor
C•(X1; k)← C
•(X2; k)← · · · ← C
•(Xn; k).
The passage to cohomology gives a persistence graded module
H•(X1; k)← H
•(X2; k)← · · · ← H
•(Xn; k).
Definition 4. A persistence differential graded module C is said to be of finite type if for all i = 1, . . . , n
and d ∈ Z the dimension of Hd(C(i)) is finite.
The following is a classical result whose proof in the non-graded case can be found in [ZC05]:
Theorem 5. Let k[x] be the ring of polynomials in one variable. The following functor is an equivalence from
the category of finite type persistence graded modules to the category of graded finitely generated k[x]-modules:
M
⊕n
i=1M(i)
=⇒
M′
⊕n
i=1M
′(i)
F
⊕n
i=1
F (i)
where the action of the generator x on M(i) is the induced map M(i− 1)←M(i) for i = 2, . . . , n and is 0
for i = 1.
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Definition 6. A graded set is a setM together with a function M → Z. For d ∈ Z we denote its preimage
by Md.
Definition 7. Let i, j ∈ {−∞, 1, 2, . . . , n} with i < j. Their extended interval is defined as
(i, j] = {i′ ∈ Z+ | i < i′ ≤ j}.
Theorem 8. For every finite type persistence module M there exists a unique graded set M =
⋃
d∈ZM
d
with each Md a finite multiset1 of extended intervals such that
rank(Md(i→ j)) = #
{
I ∈Md
∣∣ [i, j] ∈ I}.
The graded set M is called the barcode of M.
Proof. This is a consequence of the classification of finitely generated k[x]-modules, stating that any such
module is isomorphic to (⊕
i
xti · F [x]
)
⊕
(⊕
j
xrj ·
(
F [x]/(xsj · F [x])
))
for some unique multiset of parameters. See [ZC05] for details. 
3. Steenrod algebra
3.1. Cohomology level. If we choose our underlying field to be to equal to F2, the persistence graded
module in Example 3 is equipped with further structure that we now review.
Definition 9. The Steenrod algebra A is the free graded F2-algebra generated by the symbols
{Sqk | k ≥ 0}
with degree of Sqk equal to k and modulo the relations Sq0 = 1 and
SqiSqj =
⌊i/2⌋∑
k=0
(
j − k − 1
i− 2k
)
Sqi+j−kSqk.
The following is a classical result in homotopy theory:
Theorem 10. The cohomology H•(X ;F2) of any space is equipped with a module structure over A
A⊗H•(X ;F2)→ H
•(X ;F2)
which, denoting the image of Sqk ⊗ α by Sqk(α), satisfies
(1) Naturality. For any α ∈ H•(X ;F2) and f : X → Y we have f∗(Sqk(α)) = Sqk(f∗(α))
(2) Square property. For any α ∈ Hd(X ;F2) we have Sqd(α) = α ⌣ α
(3) Unstability. For any α ∈ Hd(X ;F2) we have Sqk(α) = 0 for k > d
(4) Cartan relation. For any α, β ∈ H•(X ;F2) we have Sqk(α ⌣ β) =
∑
i+j=k(Sq
iα)⌣ (Sqjβ)
where
⌣ : H•(X ;F2)⊗H
•(X ;F2)→ H
•(X ;F2)
is the cup product.
Furthermore, the properties above characterize the A-module map up to isomorphism.
1A multiset is pair (S,m) where S is a set and m : S → Z+ is a function. We think of m(s) as the multiplicity of s in the
multiset.
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3.2. Cochain level. Denote by Σ2 the group with two elements and by T the non-identity element. Let
EΣ2 be any free differential graded F2[Σ2]-module whose cohomology is isomorphic to F2 in degree 0 and is
0 in other degrees. An element e ∈ EΣ2 is said to be free if e 6= Te.
The following is a consequence the main theorem of [MM18a]:
Theorem 11. The singular (resp. simplicial) cochain complex of any space (resp. simplicial complex)
C•(X ;F2) is equipped with an explicit map
ΦX :
(
C•(X ;F2)
⊗2 ⊗
F2[Σ2]
EΣ2
)
−→ C•(X ;F2)
which, denoting ΦX([α⊗ β ⊗ e]) by α `e β, satisfies
(1) Naturality. For any α, β ∈ C•(X ;F2), e ∈ EΣ2, and f : X → Y we have
f∗(α ⌣e β) = (f
∗α)⌣e (f
∗β).
(2) Non-degeneracy. For any non-zero α ∈ Cd(X ;F2) there exists a free e ∈ (EΣ2)−d such that
(α `e α) 6= 0.
(3) Unhamperedness. For α1 ∈ Cd1(X ;F2), α2 ∈ Cd2(X ;F2), and any free e ∈ (EΣ2)−d we have
(α1 `e α2) = (α2 `e α1) =⇒ (α1 `e α2) = 0
whenever d 6= di for any i = 1, 2.
(4) Minimality. For any other natural collection of maps
ΨX :
(
C•(X ;F2)
⊗2 ⊗
F2[Σ2]
E˜Σ2
)
−→ C•(X ;F2)
there exist ψ : EΣ2 → E˜Σ2 such that ΨX ◦ (id
⊗2
X ⊗ ψ) = ΦX for all X.
Furthermore,
a) The properties above characterize the map up to isomorphism.
b) For any [α] ∈ Hd(X ;F2) we have
Sqk
(
[α]
)
= [α ⌣e α]
for any free e ∈ (EΣ2)k−d.
c) For any [α], [β] ∈ H•(X ;F2) we have
[α]⌣ [β] = [α ⌣e β]
for any free e ∈ (EΣ2)0.
Remark 12. The maps ⌣e above can be identified with Steenrod’s cup-i products as defined in [Ste47].
4. Persistence Steenrod modules
In this section all vector spaces are considered over the field F2.
Let M and M′ be persistence graded modules. Their product M⊗M′ is the persistence module given for
each i→ j by
M(i)⊗M′(i) M(j)⊗M′(j).
M(i→j)⊗M′(i→j)
Regard A as a constant persistence graded module, i.e., a persistence graded module whose value over each
i = 1, . . . , n is the Steenrod algebra and whose induced morphisms are all equal to the identity.
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Definition 13. A persistence Steenrod module is a persistence graded moduleM together with a map
of persistence graded modules
A⊗M→M
making M(i) into a module over the Steenrod algebra for each i = 1, . . . , n.
Example 14. The persistence module of Example 3
H•(X1;F2)← H
•(X2;F2)← · · · ← H
•(Xn;F2).
is via Theorem 10 a persistence Steenrod module.
Theorem 15. The equivalence of categories described in Theorem 5 restricts to an equivalence between the
category of finite type persistence Steenrod modules and that of graded finitely generated A[x]-modules.
The classification of graded finitely generated A[x]-modules is far beyond the scope of this paper since, as
many open problems illustrate, the complexity of the category of modules over the Steenrod algebra itself is
enormous.
We define an invariant associated to A[x]-modules which is suited for computational use.
Definition 16. Let M be a persistence Steenrod module. Let
D =
{
(i, j)
∣∣ i, j ∈ {−∞, 1, . . . , n}, i ≤ j}.
The rank invariant is the map
ρ : Z+× Z× D→ Z+0
defined by
ρ(k, d, i, j) = rank
(
Sqk ◦Md(i→ j)
)
.
Remark 17. Fixing k and d we have a two dimensional persistence module
Hd+k(X1;F2) H
d+k(X2;F2) · · · Hd+k(Xn;F2)
Hd(X1;F2) H
d(X1;F2) · · · Hd(Xn;F2)
Sqk Sqk Sqk
as defined in [CZ09]. The rank invariant of it, as defined therein, agrees with the restriction of the rank
invariant defined above.
5. Algorithms
5.1. Computing Steenrod squares. In this section we introduce an algorithm that computes a represen-
tative of Sqk
(
[α]
)
for any cocycle α ∈ Cd(X ;F2) with X a finite simplicial complex.
We understand a simplicial complex to be a finite set V of vertices with a partial order, together with a
collection Simplices of subsets of V satisfying: a) the restriction of the partial order to any b ∈ Simplices
is a total order, b) if v ∈ V the {v} ∈ Simplices, and c) if b ∈ Simplices and a ⊂ b then a ∈ Simplices.
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Let X be a simplicial complex. We represent an element in Cd(X ;F2) by a subset S of Simplices with each
a ∈ S of cardinality d+ 1.
Algorithm 1: STSQ
Input: k > 0, S subset of Simplices
1 Demand: each a in S has cardinality d+ 1 ≥ k
2 T ′ = empty dictionary
3 forall {a, b} in S do
4 if cardinality of (a union b) equals d+ k + 1 and (a union b) in Simplices then
5 a = (a setminus b), b = (b setminus a)
6 index = empty dictionary
7 forall v in (a union b) do
8 pos = position of v in (a union b), pos = position of v in (a union b)
9 index[v] = pos + pos mod 2
10 end
11 if {index[v] : v in a} = {0} and {index[v] : v in b} = {1}
12 or {index[v] : v in a} = {1} and {index[v] : v in b} = {0} then
13 if (a union b) in T ′ then
14 T ′[a union b] = T ′[a union b] + 1
15 else
16 T ′[a union b] = 1
17 end
18 end
19 end
20 end
Output: T = {c in T ′ : T ′[c] = 1 mod 2}
Let us prove the algorithm STSQ produces the desired representative. Let S ⊂ Simplices represent a
cocycle α ∈ Cd(X ;F2). According to part b) of Theorem 11, in order to find a representative for Sq
k([α])
with 0 < k ≤ d, it is enough to compute α ⌣e α for any free e ∈ (EΣ2)−d+k. By linearity, this amounts to
compute
(2)
∑
a∈S
a ⌣e a +
∑
{a, b | a 6=b}⊂S
(1 + T )(a ⌣e b).
Using the unhamperedness property, the first sum above is identically 0 and (2) equals
(3)
∑
{a, b | a 6=b}⊂S
(
a ⌣e b + b ⌣e a
)
.
For any indexing pair {a, b} we will identify all c ∈ Simplices such that
(a ⌣e b + b ⌣e a)(c) = 1.
According to [MM18a], the value of (a ⌣e b + b ⌣e a)(c) equals (a ⊗ b + b ⊗ a)∇(
d+k
2k )(c), where ∇(
d+k
2k )(c)
can be computed by Algorithm STcoP therein. We introduce some notation to describe the output of this
algorithm. Define the position of a vertex in a simplex to be the number of vertices in that simplex that
are smaller than it. Let u = {u0, . . . , u2k} ⊂ c ∈ Simplices, define the index of ui, denoted ind(ui), to be
the sum of its positions in u and in c. Define
u− = {ui ∈ u | ind(ui) = 1 mod 2} and u
+ = {ui ∈ u | ind(ui) = 0 mod 2}.
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The output of STcoP when computing ∇(
d+k
2k )(c) is⋃
{u⊂ c : |u|=2k}
(
c \ u− , c \ u+
)
.
If the value of (a ⊗ b + b ⊗ a) on (c \ u−) ⊗ (c \ u+) is non-zero then a = c \ u± and b = c \ u∓. Since
u+ ∩ u− = ∅, we have that c = (c \ u±) ∪ (c \ u∓) = a ∪ b and u± = (b \ a) and u∓ = (a \ b). Therefore,
necessary and sufficient conditions for (1 + T )(a ⌣e b)(c) = 1 are:
i) The simplex c equals a ∪ b and has cardinality d+ k + 1.
ii) The index function restricted to each b \ a and a \ b is constant and it assigns different values.
The desired representative contains all simplices c for which the number of pairs {a, b} satisfying the condi-
tions above is odd. This is precisely the output of STSQ.
Example 18. We will illustrate this algorithm with an example. Let us choose a representative for the
non-zero class in H1(RP 2;F2) as shown below. We will compute a representative of its Sq
1.
6
4
2
6
4
2
3
15
The output of the algorithm is a set of simplices of dimension 2. If c is one such simplex then it has to
be equal to the union of a pair {a, b} with a and b one of the five simplices used to write the cocycle. By
dimensional reasons only five pairs have a chance of producing such c. Let us consider one of those five pairs
and let a = a \ b and b = b \ a. We will give a necessary and sufficient condition for this pair to contribute
with a non-zero coefficient for c = a ∪ b. First, a definition; the function ind : a ∪ b → F2 is defined by
declaring ind(i) to be the reduction modulo 2 of the sum of the number of elements that are smaller than
i in a ∪ b and a ∪ b. The condition for the pair {a, b} is that the restrictions of ind to a and b are constant
and have distinct value. The next table summarizes the situation and shows the only c with a non-zero
coefficient is {2, 3, 5}.
a {1,4} {1,4} {1,5} {2,3} {2,3}
b {1,5} {2,4} {3,5} {2,4} {3,5}
a ∪ b {1,4,5} {1,2,4} {1,3,5} {2,3,4} {2,3,5}
a = a \ b {4} {1} {1} {3} {2}
b = b \ a {5} {2} {3} {4} {5}
a ∪ b {4,5} {1,2} {1,3} {3,4} {2,5}
ind(a) 0+1 ≡ 1 0+0 ≡ 0 0+0 ≡ 0 0+1 ≡ 1 0+0 ≡ 0
ind(b) 1+2 ≡ 1 1+1 ≡ 0 1+1 ≡ 0 1+2 ≡ 1 1+2 ≡ 1
5.2. Computing the rank invariant. A total order on the simplices {a1, . . . , an} of a finite simplicial
complex X such that the collection {a1, . . . , ai} constitutes the set of simplices of a subcomplex Xi is called
a simplexwise filtration. Since we have inclusions
X1 → · · · → Xn
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we get from Example 14 a persistence Steenrod module. In this section we compute its rank invariant.
Let us recall the basic algorithm that computes the barcode of the underlying persistence graded module.
This algorithm also chooses a cocycle for each extended interval in the barcode. See [ELZ00], [ZC05] or
[DSMVJ11] for more details.
Let D be the incidence matrix
Di,j =
{
1 if ai is a face of aj
0 if not.
Since we are interested in cohomology we consider the matrix D⊥ defined by
D⊥i,j = Dn+1−i, n+1−j.
Notice that D⊥ is an upper triangular matrix.
Algorithm 2 produces two new matrices: a reduced matrix R and a upper triangular invertible matrix V
such that
R = D⊥V.
In what follows we denote the i-th column of a matrix M by Mi.
Algorithm 2: pHcol
Input: matrix D⊥
1 R = D⊥, V = I
2 while ∃ i < j with pivot(Ri) = pivot(Rj) do
3 add Ri to Rj
4 add Ri to Rj
5 end
Output: matrices R, V
Let
P = {j | Rj = 0} N = {j | Rj 6= 0} E = P \ {pivots of R}
and
Z =
{
(Rj , i, j)
∣∣ j ∈ N, i = pivot(Rj)} ∪ {(Vj ,−∞, j) ∣∣ j ∈ E}.
The set Z can be made into a graded set by declaring the degree of (Cj , i¯, j) to be equal to the dimension
of the simplex aj .
Projecting Z onto the last two coordinates produces the barcode of this persistence graded module. The
projection onto the first coordinate gives us a basis for the subspace of cocycles in C•(Xn;F2). We denote
the matrix formed by these coordinate vectors by [Z].
Given Z, the next algorithm computes the rank invariant associated to (k, d, i, j) ∈ Z+× Z× D.
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For any homogeneous element in C•(Xn;F2) we assume the ability to freely interchange its coordinate
representation and its representation as a subset of simplices of Xn.
Algorithm 3: RankInv
Input: Z, k, d, i, j
1 V =
{
(C, i′, j′) ∈ Zd | i′ < i, j ≤ j′
}
2 X = empty matrix
3 forall v in V do
4 Transform v into subset of simplices Sv
5 Tv = STSQ(k, Sv)
6 Transform Tv into a vector wv
7 Solve [Zd+k]x = wv
8 Discard entries of x assoc. to (C, i′, j′) ∈ Zd+k with i /∈ [i′, j′]
9 Store x in X
10 end
Output: rank of X
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